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Fall-Pac Fall Arrest System units have been

specifically designed to protect workers at risk

of injury from heights.

The Fall-Pac unit delivers the perfect solution

to a range of soft fall protection requirements.

Our portable units weigh just 6 Kg each

making them easy to transport and position

on-site, and a simple one-click interlocking

system means units can be installed in a matter

of minutes.

Ideal for use in areas where space is at a

premium or where manoeuvrability is key, Fall-

Pac units offer optimum protection for anyone

working at heights up to 2.7 meters per layer.

Units can also be doubled to create an elevated

surface an additional layer reduces the potential

fall by 644mm. Each Fall-Unit measures 2.5m x

644mm and will cover an area of 1.61m².

Fall-Pac units conform to the latest HSE

Regulations and British Standards PAS59

guidelines and are also routinely tested at our

unique in-house testing facility in Wigan.

Manufactured in the UK, all Fall-Pac units are

constructed from a high quality woven

polypropylene outer casing with built-in UV

inhibitors and a protective coating to reduce

the risk of water ingress; a specially modified

polystyrene is contained within.

www.fall-pac.com
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FALL-PAC UNIT FEATURES

▪ Lightweight – just 6 Kg per unit

▪ Protection from falls of up to 2.7m per layer

▪ Quick and easy to install

▪ Easy to transport

▪ Cost Effective 

▪ UV resistant

▪ Fire retardant

▪ 100% recyclable

▪ Conforms to PAS 59

▪ 5 years working life when correctly stored and maintained

www.fall-pac.com

With correct storage and maintenance, the average

lifespan of a Fall-Pac unit is around 5 years; nearly

double that of many other soft-fall systems on the

market.

Fall-Pac’s stillage equipment ensures that you get the

maximum performance from your Fall-Pac units,

saving you time and money, and our stillage system

has been specially designed to store and transport

up to 20-24 Fall-Pac units with ease.

FEATURES & STILLAGE
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IN-HOUSE TESTING

Fall-Pac’s headquarters in Wigan are home to the UK’s only independent on-site testing facility for fall

protection units. Our state of the art testing facility allows us to stay one step ahead of the

competition by performing regular, extensive safety checks on our products to ensure they meet

requirements – giving our customers 100% peace of mind.

ON-SITE INSPECTIONS

For any business buying or hiring Fall-Pac units; correct installation and regular inspections are an

essential part of keeping your employees safe. With correct installation and maintenance the average

lifespan of a Fall-Pac unit is around 5 years; nearly double that of many other soft-fall systems on the

market.

INTER-SITE MANAGEMENT

Our Inter-site management service delivers the perfect solution for any multi-site soft fall-protection

project. Whether you are managing a multi-site project or looking to move your Fall-Pac units from

one location to another elsewhere in the UK, our experienced team are on hand to manage the

project for you from start to finish.

RECYCLING

Here at Safety Pack Limited we take being environmentally friendly seriously. Going green or being

environmentally friendly is a rewarding challenge and objective for any modern day business and that’s

why our recycling service has been designed to make it as convenient as possible for our clients to

recycle each Fall-Pac unit once it has reached the end of its lifecycle.

TRAINING

For any business buying or hiring Fall-Pac units; employee training is essential to ensure a successful

Fall-Pac installation. Here at Safety Pack Limited we can provide coaching days for employees from

the very first time you buy from the Fall-Pac protection safety range. We are also able to offer follow-

up training for new employees to stay up-to date with the latest HSE regulations.
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